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Today: Security & computer architecture
Why is there a security problem?

◦ Spectre & Meltdown

◦ Other attacks

What can we do about it?
◦ Defenses and mitigations
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Attacks
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Cache side-channel attack
Setup: A “spy” and victim process share a cache

The victim runs this code:
◦ [Yan+, ISCA’17]

The spy can learn all the bits of the exponent by
1. Forcing an eviction on probe addresses 

2. Waiting for the victim to access memory

3. Analyzing the addresses accessed
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(e.g., the first instruction of sqr() and mul() functions)

(e.g., one outer-loop iteration)

(e.g., by timing cache accesses)



Spectre & Meltdown
Q: What’s the security problem with this code? [Kocher, S&P’19][Yu+, MICRO’19]

uint8 A[10];

uint8 B[256 * 64];

void victim(size_t addr) {

if (addr < 10) {

uint8 val = A[addr];

uint8 y = B[64 * val];

// …

}

}

A: It let’s an attacker read arbitrary memory at addr!
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Spectre & Meltdown
Q: What’s the security problem with this code? [Kocher, S&P’19][Yu+, MICRO’19]

uint8 A[10];

uint8 B[256 * 64];

void victim(size_t addr) {

if (addr < 10) { // branch mis-speculation!

uint8 val = A[addr];

uint8 y = B[64 * val];

// …

}

}

A: It let’s an attacker read arbitrary memory!
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Spectre & Meltdown
Q: What’s the security problem with this code? [Kocher, S&P’19][Yu+, MICRO’19]

uint8 A[10];

uint8 B[256 * 64];

void victim(size_t addr) {

if (addr < 10) { // branch mis-speculation!

uint8 val = A[addr]; // secret accessed

uint8 y = B[64 * val];

// …

}

}

A: It let’s an attacker read arbitrary memory!
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Spectre & Meltdown
Q: What’s the security problem with this code? [Kocher, S&P’19][Yu+, MICRO’19]

uint8 A[10];

uint8 B[256 * 64];

void victim(size_t addr) {

if (addr < 10) { // branch mis-speculation!

uint8 val = A[addr]; // secret accessed

…         = B[64 * val]; // secret transmitted

// …

}

}

A: It let’s an attacker read arbitrary memory!
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Defenses
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Solutions
Can’t we isolate trusted & untrusted applications from each other?

Naïve version: Buy two computers, one for your private stuff, another for the rest
◦ Impractical

◦ Expensive

◦ May be impossible in practice (e.g., attacks have been demonstrated in JavaScript)

Architectural support for isolation
◦ Problem: Isolation not always as strong as advertised (e.g., Intel SGX)
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Cache partitioning defense
Isolation in shared caches

Idea: Lock sensitive cache lines in the cache so they can’t be evicted
◦ Impractical: Applications have to tell you which data is sensitive

Idea: Use partitioning mechanism to prevent evictions
◦ Reserve capacity for each application in cache
◦ Attacker will be forced to evict their own data

Downside: Performance loss – capacity can’t be shared as effectively

Does this help against Spectre / Meltdown?
◦ Not if they are sharing memory + attacker can figure out what address to read
◦ Address space randomization helps w/ the latter
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CEASER [Qureshi, MICRO’18]

Idea: Randomize the mapping of addresses in the cache
◦ Parameterizable hash function maps physical addresses to LLC sets

◦ Parameter is changed frequently at runtime

◦ Cache lines are continuously remapped when parameter changes
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Defense: Core 
Microarchitecture
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Can we prevent these attacks in the core?
Spectre & Meltdown core problem:

Speculation runs code that should never execute!

Idea #1: Turn off speculation!

This comes with a big performance loss

Idea #2: Add fences everywhere

This still slows you down by ~70%
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InvisiSpec [Yan+, MICRO’18]
Idea: “Make speculation invisible in the 
cache hierarchy”

Place speculatively loaded data in new 
“speculative buffer”, not the caches

◦ Speculative, unsafe loads make no
modifications to cache hierarchy (e.g., 
cache replacement)

◦ Speculative buffer is not kept coherent; 
may miss invalidations & violate 
consistency
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InvisiSpec [Yan+, MICRO’18]
Re-play loads when they become non-speculative

◦ Violate that data returned is same as speculative load

◦ If not, squash the load & re-execute

Results: 70% → 7.6% slowdown (for Spectre) / 18% (for full defense)
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Cache defenses – good enough?
No!

Speculative side-channels like Spectre unaddressed

There are many other attack vectors
◦ Directories

◦ TLBs

◦ Network congestion

◦ Register file pressure

◦ SIMD instructions

◦ …pretty much anything
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A more principled approach
[Speculative Taint Tracking (STT), Yu+, MICRO’19][NDA, Weiss+, MICRO’19]

All attacks consist of an access (of secret information) and a transmission

Identify all instructions that can transmit information
◦ Explicit: e.g., loads

◦ Implicit: e.g., branches

What’s the problem w these examples?
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Speculative Taint Tracking [Yu+, MICRO’19]
Idea: It’s OK to speculatively execute access instrns, so long as no transmit instrns are executed

◦ Eliminates “universal read gadget”
◦ Does not defend against conventional side channels

Tag values produced by access instructions with “taint”
◦ Add bits in physical register file
◦ Taint propagates through dependent instructions
◦ Old idea (e.g., to limit squashing)

Transmit instrns cannot run if they consume tainted inputs

Clear taint when access instrn is non-speculative
◦ Must be done as early as possible for good performance
◦ E.g., when can M2 execute in this Spectre example?
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Summary
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Security & computer architecture
Decades of performance optimizations have led to many potential security problems

Disconnect between hardware & software expectations
◦ ISA never promised anything about timing / energy of operations
◦ …But software & security models were built on simplistic machine models that don’t match real h/w

Conclusion #1: The ISA abstraction is broken

Conclusion #2: Computer scientists need to know more computer architecture

Hard to reconcile performance & security
◦ How much are you willing to sacrifice for better security? How do you measure “better security” anyway?

Are these a real problem?
◦ AFAIK, no documented case of architecture-based attacks in the wild
◦ Secrets leak through weak passwords, social engineering
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